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INTRODUCTION 
  

 
Recognizing the ecological and societal benefits of wetlands, natural resource agencies have an 
increasing interest in restoring wetlands.  While many of Long Island’s wetlands have been 
developed for other purposes in the last century (Tiner et al. 2012), some of the wetland areas 
that were filled or drained may be suitable for restoration along with existing wetlands that have 
been ditched, excavated, impounded or farmed. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) 
recently completed an update of its National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) data for Long Island, 
New York (Tiner 2010).  Since that effort involved examination and integration of hydric soil 
data into the inventory, identification of potential wetland restoration sites was also included as a 
project objective.  While the geospatial products of this project (“maps”) have been posted online 
for some time, a summary of the findings for wetland restoration opportunities was not prepared 
due to other commitments and priorities.  This report summarizes the results of that analysis 
which provided a preliminary inventory of sites that may have potential for wetland restoration.   
 
Study Area 
 
Located in southeastern New York, Long Island is the longest and largest island in the 
coterminous United States (148th in the world; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long_Island).  Its 
land area is greater than that of the state of Rhode Island.  The island is 118 miles long and 23 
miles wide at its widest point, beginning at New York Harbor and extending eastward to 
Montauk Point.  It is bordered on the north by Long Island Sound, on the south by the Atlantic 
Ocean, and is separated from Manhattan Island and the Bronx by the East River (Figure 1).   
 
Figure 1.  Long Island counties.  Note that Fishers Island along the Connecticut shoreline is part 
of Suffolk County. 
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Geologically, Long Island marks one of the southernmost advances of the last continental ice 
sheet and is largely comprised of terminal glacial moraines and sandy outwash plains (Figure 2).  
This geology has created two major watersheds for Long Island that are generally separated by 
the Harbor Hill and Roanoke Point moraines: the Northern Long Island Watershed and the 
Southern Long Island Watershed (Figure 3).  Information about these watersheds can be obtained 
online from the U.S. Geological Survey: http://water.usgs.gov/lookup/getwatershed?02030201 
for the former and http://water.usgs.gov/lookup/getwatershed?02030202 for the latter. 
 
Figure 2.  Topography of Long Island highlighting glacial moraines: Harbor Hill Moraine 
(HHm) and Ronkonkoma Moraine (Rm), and Roanoke Point Moraine (Rpm); two kame deltas 
(kd) are also shown. (Source: Bennington 2003) 

 
 
Figure 3.  General location of Long Island’s two watersheds: Northern Long Island Watershed 
(on right; USGS Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) = 02030201) and Southern Long Island 
Watershed (on left; HUC = 02030202). 
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METHODS 
 
Wetland restoration sites can be placed in two general categories: former wetlands that may be 
suitable for re-establishment (Type 1 sites) and existing wetlands that are altered to some degree 
and may have potential for rehabilitation (Type 2 sites).  Existing soil survey data (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture soil survey data) were used in combination with NWI data and aerial 
imagery to identify the former wetlands that may be restorable, while NWI data alone was used 
to identify impaired wetlands.  This approach provided a first-cut, preliminary inventory of sites 
that may have potential for restoration.   
 
Type 1 Potential Wetland Restoration Sites – Re-establishment 
 
Former wetlands include wetlands that have been converted to nonwetlands – either dryland or 
open water.  The former have usually been filled, drained, and/or land-leveled to the point that 
they are no longer wet enough to support wetland vegetation and provide wetland functions.  The 
latter are dammed or excavated and are now considered deepwater habitats since their water 
depth is too deep to be classified as wetland.  When former wetlands are in a land use that may 
be suitable for restoration (i.e., not built on) they may be considered sites for wetland re-
establishment (Type 1 wetland restoration sites).  Restoration of these sites would increase both 
the extent of wetlands on Long Island and the functions that are performed by the restored 
wetland type.  In other words, restoration of Type 1 sites would produce gains in both wetland 
area (acreage) and function (performance). 
 
Type 1 sites were identified by culling hydric soil map units from existing soil survey data 
(http://sdmdataaccess.nrcs.usda.gov/).   Using geographic information system (GIS) technology, 
these units were then compared with NWI digital data to highlight areas where hydric soils were 
mapped and where NWI wetlands and P-wet areas1 were lacking.  This analysis produced data 
where mapped hydric soils do not presently support wetlands or likely support other areas that 
may contain wetlands.  At this point, 2004 digital imagery (0.5-foot digital color infrared for 
Kings, Queens, and Nassau Counties and 1-foot true color digital imagery for Suffolk County) 
was examined to determine the land use of these soils (as of 2004).  Hydric soil units with 
structures such as roads and buildings (“developed hydric soils”) were separated from units in 
crop production or idle land.  The latter two situations represent hydric soil areas that are open 
lands where wetland restoration may be technically possible.  During preparation of this report 
and further examination of the study results, it was noticed that many former dredged material 
disposal sites were not classified as Type 1 sites.  They did not possess hydric soils but were 
mapped as “filled land” on the soil survey.  Many, but not all, of these sites were added after a 
quick review of the digital imagery.   
 
For purposes of this study, potential wetland re-establishment sites were separated into three 
categories: 1) filled former wetland (for Long Island this was mostly disposal sites for dredged 
material; Figure 4), 2) farmed former wetland (drained and cultivated hydric soils), and 3) 
deepwater habitat that was once wetland at least in part. The first category would require 
restoration of wetland hydrology largely through removal of fill and perhaps creating a drainage 
network similar to that found in relatively undisturbed wetlands.  The farmed areas would 

                                                            
1 P-wet areas are hydric soil map units in “natural vegetation” that may support wetlands; they could represent 
former filled wetlands but this was not readily determined. 
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require elimination of the drainage structures to restore a more natural hydrology.  The 
deepwater sites represent former wetlands that are now open water due to impoundment 
(including tidal restriction) or excavation.  The impoundments would require opening up the 
dikes to re-establish wetlands, whereas the excavated waters would require placement of fill to 
achieve elevations suitable for the establishment, growth, and reproduction of hydrophytes.  Of 
course, the actual restoration is not as simple as it would appear by these statements and involves 
detailed site assessment, careful construction, monitoring to ensure the project is meeting its 
objectives and as necessary, applying adaptive management techniques to put the project on the 
desired trajectory. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Example of filled former wetland that is undeveloped and has potential for  
re-establishment. (Steve Sinkevich photo) 
   
Type 2 Potential Wetland Restoration Sites - Rehabilitation 
 
These sites are existing wetlands that have been altered in a way that has affected their functions 
to some degree where rehabilitation may be possible.  In some cases, certain functions have been 
strengthened at the expense of other functions.  For example, if a wet meadow is impounded to 
create a marsh, functions like surface water detention and habitat for fish and waterfowl may be 
expanded or enhanced, while its value to leopard and pickerel frogs and other wildlife (e.g., 
terrestrial species) is decreased.  The work responsible for that change is considered “wetland 
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enhancement.”  In contrast, wetland rehabilitation seeks to bring back or recover lost or 
diminished functions by restoring more natural hydrology regimes or a native plant community 
where invasives have predominated, for example.  It repairs a damaged or impaired wetland.  
Rehabilitation sites (Type 2 sites) lead to restoration of wetland functions, but not an increase in 
wetland area.   
 
Nine subtypes of potential wetland rehabilitation sites were identified: 1) tidally restricted 
estuarine wetland, 2) tidally restricted palustrine wetland, 3) partly drained (ditched) estuarine 
wetland (Figure 5), 4) partly drained (ditched) palustrine wetland, 5) excavated estuarine 
wetland, 6) excavated palustrine wetland, 7) impounded estuarine wetland, 8) impounded 
wetland (ponds occurring on hydric soils; not ponds created from upland), and 9) farmed 
wetland.  The latter subtype is often partly drained to grow crops but still wet enough to 
technically qualify as wetland.  Its functions however are severely reduced by farming.  Given 
that they still possess wetland hydrology (although minimally), they are included in this grouping 
of Type 2 potential wetland restoration sites rather than in the Type 1 (re-establishment) 
category.  
 

  
 
Figure 5.  Ditching of tidal wetlands for mosquito control was largely initiated in the 1930s and 
today most of Long Island’s salt marshes are ditched. Note: This is a March 2013 image of the 
Champlin creek area shown in Figures 6 and 7.  (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service photo) 
 
Several subtypes were readily identified in the NWI database by certain codes (“d” – partly 
drained, “x” – excavated, “h” – diked/impounded, and “f” – farmed).  Tidally restricted sites 
were identified through image analysis (photo-interpretation) during the creation of the NWI+ 
database that expanded the conventional NWI classification to include attributes for landscape 
position, landform, water flow path, waterbody type, and others (LLWW descriptors; Tiner et al. 
2015).  The NWI+ database included tidal restriction as one of the other attributes.  
Consequently, the expansion of traditional NWI data to include LLWW descriptors allowed 
simple extraction of this type of rehabilitation site.  
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Maps and Statistics 
 
Maps and accompanying statistics were produced from the NWI+ database and other GIS data 
using ESRI’s ArcGIS 10.0.  The results are presented for Long Island as a whole and for its 
major watersheds and each county.  County boundaries used for the summaries came from the 
State of New York (http://www.nysgis.state.ny.us/gisdata/inventories/details.cfm?DSID=910).  
Data were summarized using the ArcGIS Summarize Tool and imported into Microsoft’s Excel.  
In addition, a geospatial data layer containing the distribution of potential restoration sites was 
linked to an online mapping service (ESRI’s ArcGIS Explorer) to display the location of these 
sites across Long Island.  The data are available in map form via the NWI+ web mapper accessed 
online through the Association of State Wetland Managers’ Wetlands One-Stop Mapping 
website: http://aswm.org/wetland-science/wetlands-one-stop-mapping. This site also provides access 
to other information on Long Island’s wetlands (e.g., wetland types and functions).  The online 
mapper makes it possible to users to zoom in to areas of interest and display the results on an 
aerial image or on maps of various types (e.g., topographic or planimetric). 
 
 

LIMITATIONS OF THE INVENTORY 
 

Since the restoration survey was an add-on to an island-wide wetlands inventory, it was not 
comprehensive in its identification of potential restoration sites.  Rather it is a preliminary 
inventory – a starting point, with field verification and prioritization being the obvious next steps 
for restoration ecologists.  Limitations of this remotely sensed inventory are discussed below. 
 
Identification of Type 1 sites (former wetlands) was based, in large part, on an examination of the 
2004 status of “hydric soil map units” from USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service soil 
mapping.  Such data are generalized and all map units have inclusions of other soils due to the 
scale of the survey and mapping conventions.  Consequently, areas designated as Type 1 potential 
restoration sites may contain nonhydric soils that were never wetland and therefore do not 
represent a site for wetland restoration.  Field evaluations are required to reveal the true 
characteristics of these sites and their suitability for restoration.  During preparation of this report, 
the senior author noted that many former dredged material disposal sites were not classified as 
Type 1 sites.  This occurred for because they were not mapped as a hydric soil, but instead mapped 
as filled land.  Many of the more conspicuous of the former areas were added to the database as 
this report was being prepared.  There are others, however, that were not added due to time and 
budget constraints (Figures 6 and 7; see Appendix for soil maps of this area).  To locate more of 
these sites, consult soils data to find other “filled land” (“fd”) that may represent other possible 
Type 1 sites when considering restoration opportunities in a particular locale.  Also recognize that 
since the imagery used for evaluating land use was from the spring of 2004, changes undoubtedly 
have occurred.  To view more recent land use of these sites, use the NWI+ web mapper and view 
the Type 1 sites on the imagery base map.  Type 1 sites that are now open water areas may include 
at least some area that was originally a waterbody.   Historic imagery and maps could be consulted 
to locate the probable limits of former wetlands.  Finally, many former tidal wetlands were used as 
landfills and may technically be sites for possible restoration but they were not included as such in 
this inventory (see Walsh and LaFleur 1995 for locations in Kings [Brooklyn] and Queens 
Counties). 
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Figure 6. Filled lands are indicated by the speckled pattern along the two creeks. The 
playground is also on fill.  (Source: U.S. Geological Survey topographic map as displayed via the 
NWI+ web mapper) 
 

 
 
Figure 7. Aerial photo from 1930s showing areas from Figure 4.  Note that fill (white areas) was 
already deposited along Champlin Creek sites while there is no fill at Quintuck Creek except for 
the white block at the end of the road. (Source: U.S. Geological Survey) 
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Another limitation of Type 1 site identification is that other potential sites were included in the 
mapping of P-wet areas and not specifically highlighted as possible re-establishment sites.  They 
did not show a typical wetland signature but were seen as forests, thickets, or fields.  This issue 
may be limited to former tidal marshes that had been filled and were colonized by trees and 
shrubs.  These areas could still support wetlands, freshwater types (e.g., seasonally saturated) as 
it was not possible to readily separate them from natural woodlands through image analysis.  For 
these P-wet areas, consult the wetland mapper.  P-wet areas on tidal marsh, Ipswich, Matunuck, 
or Pawcatuck soils may represent possible sites for restoring salt marsh through fill removal (see 
Figure 8 and Appendix for some examples).  These sites can be found by looking at the P-wet 
areas data layer (with P-wet codes layer also activated) and clicking on the dot to get the soil 
code.  Look for tidal marsh, Ipswich, Matunuck, or Pawcatuck soils.  These areas are typically 
located along the bayshore and often at or near the mouth of creeks or along dredged canals 
(Figure 8).  The acreage of these situations is reported in the Results section, however, this 
acreage also includes soil mapping units with small areas of salt marsh mixed with natural 
woodlands. 
 

 
 
Figure 8. Soil map showing former tidal marsh (Tm) in Copiague Neck that is now woodland; 
the site could contain both wet and dry woods and was mapped as a P-wet area (site in “natural” 
vegetation that may support wetlands based on soil mapping).  Filled land (Fd) can also be seen 
in this image. Assuming that the “Tm” area is also a filled site, salt marsh could be re-established 
by removing fill; this is also true for the “Fd” site. (Source: USDA web soil survey) 
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Type 2 potential wetland restoration sites were derived from the NWI classifications, with the 
exception of tidally restricted wetlands and waters which were identified on aerial imagery 
during the enhanced classification phase of the NWI update for Long Island (Tiner et al. 2015).  
Since the former relied on the NWI coding, if a wetland misclassified as impounded when in 
reality it was not, then the site would not be a restoration site despite designation as a Type 2 site 
on the NWI+ web mapper. This may be most common with ponds as some ponds classified as 
excavated or impounded may be natural ponds.  Some estuarine wetlands in Jamaica Bay 
(Queens and Kings County) that were ditched were not classified as partly drained wetlands 
during the initial survey and were, therefore, not identified as potential sites for restoration.  
Some of these wetlands had well-developed natural creek systems and the ditches were 
seemingly only minor features in the wetland complexes.  Close examination of aerial imagery 
on the NWI+ web mapper can reveal the location of these wetlands (Figure 9).  Similar situations 
may occur elsewhere.  However, most of Long Island’s wetlands were classified as partly 
drained during the initial survey, providing plenty of opportunities for restoring a more natural 
tidal regime by plugging ditches.  The remainder may have been ditched but they were either not 
extensively grid-ditched or may have simply been missed during the basic NWI mapping phase. 
 
Figure 9.  Two areas of estuarine wetlands in Jamaica Bay that were not identified as potential 
Type 2 sites, despite the presence of some ditches. They were classified as estuarine emergent 
wetlands without a “partly drained” modifier. Note well-developed creeks in image on right. 
 

 
 
 
To re-emphasize, users should be aware that the analysis was performed a few years ago using 
2004 imagery, so the land use of Type 1 sites may have changed and the boundaries of some of 
the Type 2 sites may have also changed in response to natural events and human actions.  By 
examining current aerial imagery for these areas one should be able to determine the general 
suitability of Type 1 sites for restoration today, with field observations required to determine 
site-specific conditions.  Of particular note is the impact of Hurricane Sandy on Long Island’s 
wetlands.  On October 29, 2012 Hurricane Sandy struck Long Island with devastating impacts to 
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people, property, and the shoreline.  The upper portions of many tidal marshes were covered with 
floatable debris - flotsam (Figure 10).  While removal of this material should also be considered 
as a restoration activity, areas with concentrations of flotsam were not identified by the current 
project since the project was completed before Hurricane Sandy.  
 

 
 

Figure 10.  Post-Sandy flotsam littering the marsh at Lido Beach. (U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service) 
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RESULTS 
 
 
Online Maps 
 
The distribution of potential wetland restoration sites is displayed online through the use of an 
online mapping tool called “NWI+ Web Mapper” that is accessed at Wetlands One-Stop: 
http://aswm.org/wetland-science/wetlands-one-stop-mapping/5043-nwi-web-mapper.  An 
example is presented in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11.  Example of the distribution of potential wetland restoration sites in the Peconic Bay 
area from the NWI+ Web Mapper.  This is a screenshot of what you’d likely see online showing 
mapper toolbar, the opened legend, and the data portrayed on a general topographic map.  Note 
that the open water sites listed under Type 2 sites include some deepwater habitats that are 
technically Type 1 sites (former wetlands). The mapper is updated periodically but this figure 
should be very similar to what you’ll see in the future. 
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Extent of Potential Wetland Re-establishment Sites 
 
A total of 1,420 acres of former wetlands may be in a condition suitable for restoration (Table 1).  
All of this acreage was located in the Southern Watershed, with the majority in Suffolk County.  
Filled land predominated the opportunities for restoration.  These were virtually all dredged 
material disposal sites.  Some of these sites may still be intended for disposal in the future, but 
they all exhibited at least some colonization by vegetation.  Disposal sites devoid of vegetation 
were presumed active sites and were not included in the inventory.  Ninety-two acres of farmland 
on presumably drained hydric soils were identified as potential sites for restoration.  An 
additional 432 acres are tidally restricted former wetlands that are now classified as deepwater 
habitat (356.3 acres of estuarine and 76.0 acres of lacustrine habitat). There may be areas within 
these waters that could sites for wetland re-establishment if water levels are lowered through 
improvements in tidal flow and connectivity.  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 1.  Acreage of potential wetland re-establishment sites in Long Island.  All the sites were 
located in the Southern Watershed. 
 
Type 1 Potential     
Restoration Site  Long Island Suffolk     Nassau     Kings    Queens 
 
Filled Land      895.8 315.1         202.8 289.4     88.5 
Agricultural Land       92.0         92.0            --    --    -- 
Lacustrine Water       76.0   76.0          --    --          -- 
Estuarine Water     356.3 279.9*         75.9   --     0.5 
 
Totals    1,420.1 760.0       278.7 289.4     89.0 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Other Possible Sites for Salt Marsh Re-establishment  
 
Other former tidal marshes that were filled but are now woodlands were included in the 
collection of areas mapped as “P-wet areas” and not as potential restoration sites because they 
may still support some wetland.   These areas were not completely surrounded by salt marsh or 
salt water but were adjacent to upland so they were identified as P-wet areas instead of upland 
(obvious fill).   Although they were not highlighted as Type 1 restoration sites in the database 
and on the NWI+ web mapper, some of them may represent potential sites for restoring salt 
marsh (Figure 8, page 8), while others are natural woodlands sometimes mixed with unmapped 
marsh (Figure 12).  Over 923 acres of these areas were inventoried (Table 2).   
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Figure 12. Napeague Meadow showing NWI wetlands (outlined in yellow) and P-wet areas 
(outlined in blue) that may contain some emergent wetland mixed with forest.  Although they 
were located in a tidal marsh soil mapping unit, the P-wet areas appear to be natural undisturbed 
sites and are not sites for salt marsh re-establishment.  Their acreage is included in Table 2 as 
further examination of aerial imagery would be required to separate these areas from the P-wet 
areas that were filled sites on tidal marsh soils. When viewing the P-wet areas on the NWI+ web 
mapper, one should be able to easily distinguish these types of P-wet areas from the ones that are 
likely fill sites (see Figure 8 and last two images in the Appendix for examples). 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 2.  Acreage of P-wet areas that may have potential for salt marsh re-establishment. Note 
these numbers include all P-wet areas on tidal wetland soils that were vegetated with trees, 
shrubs, and/or herbaceous plants (i.e., possible palustrine wetlands). 
 
         Northern Southern  
Soil Type   Long Island  Suffolk     Nassau Watershed     Watershed 
 
Ipswich mucky peat    38.4       --           38.4       19.5      18.8 
Matunck mucky peat    38.3       --           38.3         0.5      37.8 
Pawcatuck mucky peat   27.6            --           27.6       20.3        7.3 
Tidal marsh              819.0    819.0  --       81.5               737.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Extent of Potential Wetland Rehabilitation Sites 
 
These potential restoration sites are existing wetlands that are impaired in some way that 
negatively affects at least some of their functions.  Nearly 19,500 acres of Type 2 sites were 
identified.   Table 3 shows the extent of these sites in the Northern and Southern Watersheds and 
on Fishers Island, while Table 4 summarizes the results for counties.  As expected, the 
overwhelming majority of this acreage was estuarine partly drained - salt marshes that were 
ditched for mosquito control mostly back in the 1930s (e.g., Tiner 2013).  The diking of wetlands 
to create impoundments produced 1,297 acres of sites that may also be suitable for restoration. 
Nearly all of this acreage (1,292.7 acres) was freshwater wetland that is now impounded (864.2 
acres of ponds and 428.5 acres of emergent, shrub, and forested wetlands); the rest (4.6 acres) 
was estuarine emergent wetland.  A total of 763 acres of freshwater wetlands were classified as 
excavated and another 420 acres were partly drained.  Of the former, 83 percent (631.6 acres) 
were open water ponds or associated aquatic beds with the rest being other types of vegetated 
wetlands (mostly emergent wetlands which represented 14 percent of the excavated freshwater 
wetlands).  Roughly half (50.8%) of the partly drained freshwater wetlands were forested types 
(213.4 acres) followed by emergent types (32.5%; 136.3 acres) and scrub-shrub wetlands 
(16.7%; 70.1 acres). Over 850 acres of wetlands were tidally restricted where a road was built 
across the marsh altering the natural tidal regime and where culverts, if present, are not adequate 
to maintain sufficient tidal flow to support native salt marsh species.  Most (68%) of these sites 
were classified as estuarine wetlands.  Nonnative common reed (Phragmites australis), a major 
invasive species, predominates in these situations (Figure 13). 
 
  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 3.  Acreage of wetland rehabilitation sites in Long Island, including Fishers Island.  Some 
wetlands were affected by multiple impacts, mainly restricted tidal flow and drainage.  Their 
acreage is listed under the tidally restricted category since that usually is the first impact to be 
addressed in such sites.  Of particular note is that 331 acres (57%) of the estuarine tidally 
restricted sites in Suffolk County were also impacted by mosquito ditches and 58 acres of tidally 
restricted wetlands on Long Island were also freshwater impounded (all in Suffolk County).  
Note: The difference in totals is due to computer round-off procedures. 
 
Type 2 Potential  Long Island Northern Southern Fishers  
Restoration Site    Watershed Watershed Island 
 
Estuarine Excavated           2.2        --           2.2    -- 
Estuarine Impounded           4.6        4.6          --     -- 
Estuarine Partly Drained 16,102.3    763.8 15,283.7 54.8 
Farmed          19.3        0.5        18.8    -- 
Freshwater Excavated            762.8    167.7      591.3   3.7  
Freshwater Impounded   1,292.7    191.1   1,072.3 29.3 
Freshwater Partly Drained       419.8        --       415.9   3.9 
Estuarine Tidally Restricted        583.3      10.8      572.5    -- 
Freshwater Tidally Restricted      271.2      16.5      254.7    -- 
 
Totals    19,458.2 1,155.0 18,211.4 91.7 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 4.  Acreage of potential wetland rehabilitation sites for Long Island counties.  Some 
wetlands were affected by multiple impacts, mainly restricted tidal flow and drainage.  Their 
acreage is listed under the tidally restricted category since that usually is the first impact to be 
addressed in such sites.  Of particular note is that 331 acres (57%) of the estuarine tidally 
restricted sites in Suffolk County were also impacted by mosquito ditches and 58 acres of tidally 
restricted wetlands on Long Island were also freshwater impounded (all in Suffolk County).  
Note: The difference in totals is due to computer round-off procedures. 
 
Type 2 Potential  Suffolk Nassau Queens  
Restoration Site  County County County  
 
Estuarine Excavated           2.2        --           --  
Estuarine Impounded           4.6        --           --   
Estuarine Partly Drained   9,663.6 6,258.2      180.5  
Farmed          19.3        --           --  
Freshwater Excavated            429.2    333.6          --     
Freshwater Impounded   1,163.9    119.0          9.7  
Freshwater Partly Drained       405.6      14.1          --    
Estuarine Tidally Restricted        583.3        --           --     
Freshwater Tidally Restricted      271.2        --           --     
 
Totals    12,542.9 6,724.9      190.2 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    

 
 

Figure 13.  Tidally restricted wetlands have often become a virtual monoculture of common reed 
(Phragmites australis) which has replaced the more diverse salt marsh plant community.  
(Steve Sinkevich photo) 
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DISCUSSION 
 
 

Restoring the Type 1 “dryland” sites that are farmed or undeveloped filled land would return a 
multitude of wetland functions to the sites depending on the type of wetland restored (e.g., salt 
marsh vs. wet meadow vs. forested wetland).  Forested wetland restoration, of course, would 
take much longer to accomplish than restoring a marsh or wet meadow for obvious reasons (i.e., 
tree growth).  Setting the future forested wetland on the right restoration trajectory is often times 
more challenging than restoring herb-dominated wetlands (e.g., Tiner 2013).  Most of the sites 
identified, however, have potential for salt marsh re-establishment.  Salt marsh restoration may 
be the most widely practiced and successful restoration activity in the Northeast. 
 
Addressing potential re-establishment sites that are now deepwater habitats would be a tradeoff 
between aquatic habitat (water) and vegetated wetland.  The current use of the deepwater habitat 
may limit interest in wetland restoration.  However, former tidal marshes that are now 
underwater due to tidal restrictions or impoundment should still be considered for restoration, 
since there is no shortage of estuarine waters on Long Island: 1.5 million acres were inventoried 
vs. 32,000 acres of estuarine wetlands (Tiner 2011).  At a minimum, restoring a more natural 
tidal regime to tidally restricted wetlands should be a management objective, recognizing that 
adjacent land use concerns must be addressed (e.g., effect on low-lying development). 
 
Eighty-five percent of Long Island’s estuarine wetlands were classified as partly drained and 
designated as Type 2 potential wetland restoration sites – sites for rehabilitation.  Undoing the 
impacts of these ditches provide the bulk of wetland restoration opportunities on Long Island 
since they represented about 80 percent of the acreage with restoration potential based on this 
analysis.  In recent years, mosquito control agencies in some states have been utilizing open 
marsh water management (OMWM) techniques instead of traditional grid ditching (Tiner 2013).  
OMWM involves creating a series of shallow ponds and connecting ditches to reconstruct lost 
marsh pools.  The practice has been praised by some and criticized by others for a number of 
reasons including loss of habitat for the sharp-tailed sparrow (e.g., Mitchell et al. 2006; Potente 
2010).  An offshoot of OMWM called “integrated marsh management” (IMM) has been tested at 
Wertheim National Wildlife Refuge and may be an improvement over OMWM (Rochlin et al. 
2012).  The Service is planning to use some aspects of this technique to restore salt marshes (i.e., 
restoring natural channels to reduce the occurrence of common reed, Phragmites australis) on 
refuge lands on Long Island 
(http://www.fws.gov/hurricane/sandy/projects/LongIslandSaltMarsh.html). 
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SUMMARY 
 
 
As expected, the overwhelming majority of the potential wetland restoration sites on Long Island 
were salt marshes that were grid-ditched for mosquito control.  Over 16,000 acres of salt marshes 
were impacted, mostly on Long Island’s South Shore.  The diking of wetlands to create 
impoundments produced nearly 1,300 acres of sites that may also be suitable for restoration. 
Roughly 850 acres of wetlands had tidal flow restrictions.  Whether these sites can have their 
tidal hydrology restored depends on several factors, with the nature of adjacent lowlands being a 
major consideration.  Where such lands have been developed (e.g., residential, commercial, or 
industrial development), restoration of full tidal flow may not be feasible. A total of 763 acres of 
freshwater wetlands were classified as excavated and about 420 acres were partly drained.   
 
Over 1,400 acres of former wetlands were mapped as possible sites for wetland re-establishment.  
Filled land predominated these opportunities for restoration and virtually all were dredged 
material disposal sites.  Some of these sites may still be intended for disposal in the future, but all 
sites identified exhibited at least some colonization by vegetation.  Another 923 acres of former 
tidal marsh soils mapped as P-wet areas may be suitable for salt marsh re-establishment. Ninety-
two acres of farmland on drained hydric soil map units were also identified as potential sites for 
wetland re-establishment.  An additional 432 acres were tidally restricted former wetlands that 
were classified as deepwater habitat. There may be areas within these waters that could be sites 
for wetland re-establishment through improvements in tidal flow and connectivity. 
 
Based on this preliminary inventory there are many opportunities for wetland restoration on 
Long Island.  The location of all the sites identified during this inventory can be viewed on the 
NWI+ web mapper (http://www.aswm.org/wetland-science/wetlands-one-stop-mapping/134-
science/wetlands-one-stop/5043-nwi-web-mapper).   
 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is involved in a few restoration/recovery projects on Long 
Island that may involve wetlands.  For information on these activities, visit their “Hurricane 
Sandy Storymap” (http://www.fws.gov/hurricane/sandy/storymap/). 
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APPENDIX 
 

Some Examples of Other Possible Wetland Re-establishment Sites 
 

Sources: USDA web soil survey 
  

http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx 
 

and NWI+ web mapper    
 

http://www.aswm.org/wetland-science/wetlands-one-stop-mapping/5043-nwi-web-mapper 
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Filled land (Fd) at mouth of Champlin Creek, Islip. 
 

 
 

Filled land (Fd) along Quintuck Creek, Islip. 
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Active disposal site east of Moriches Inlet (large white area). 
 

 
 

Active and former disposal sites (Fd) along Swan River and Mud Creek, Patchogue. 
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P-wet areas (outlined in orange) at Jones Beach State Park that may represent former filled salt 
marsh and may, therefore, represent sites with potential for salt marsh re-establishment. 

 

 
 

P-wet area (outlined in blue) along Brown Creek (Bayport) that may have potential for            
salt marsh re-establishment; areas outlined in yellow are mapped NWI wetlands.
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